
Game Rules 

• Games are 30 minutes long. At Time Cap (30 minutes), the horn will sound. FINISH THE PASS ONLY and that is the 

end of the game. 

• If finishing the pass results in a tie (ie the pass cored the level the game), play one more point to decide the 

outcome of the game. 

• There is a half time break when the first teams reaches 7 points. Take two minutes for a rest, drink, huddle and 

then mirror the starting ends and team pulling from the beginning of the game. 

• Teams can take one 2-minute time out per game. 

• If in doubt, ask a field manager. 
 

 

Key Rule Changes: 

Court Size: 

• The fields are obviously slightly smaller than a standard WFDF field. 

• These will be marked with lines and cones 

• Please remain 3m away from the sideline during play to give the players a safe area. 

 

Pulls 

• Players are encouraged to catch the pull when possible.  Dropping the pull will not result in a turn-

over.  The pull cannot be advanced by hitting the disc forward instead of trying to catch it. 

 

Team Size 

• There are 5 players per team on the field at any one time. 

 

Substitutions 

• Players may substitute between points as per the standard rules of Ultimate. 

• Players may also substitute DURING a point.  To substitute during a point, the player leaving the field 

must high-five the replacement player on the side-line at midfield. 

• It is recommended that substitutions take place while the team is on offence so that you don’t leave 

an opponent unmarked. 

 

Stall Count 

• The stall count is 10 as per the normal rules of Ultimate 

 

Callahan Goals 

• Callaghan goals are counted as per the normal rules of Ultimate. 
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Beginners Guide to the Spirit Circle and Spirit of the Game Scoring 

Ultimate has some unique post-game traditions. Many teams will be experienced in these and can lead those team less 

experienced in them, but here is the beginner’s guide to Ultimate Post-Game. 

 

1. Game usually finishes on a score. Winning team celebrates 😊 

2. Teams form a line for hand-shake/high-five with compliments – ‘Good game’, ‘Well-played’ etc. 

3. Teams form a ‘Spirit Circle’  - a circle with alternating players next to one another, arms around each other. If you 

do this right you will have a player from the other team to your left and right. 

4. Losing captain (or nominated player) gives a short speech about the game, congratulating their opposition and 

highlighting good play for each team. This can also include comments about the Spirit of the Game. Captain (or 

nominated player) leads three cheers for the other team. 

5. Winning captain (or nominated player) then replies along similar lines. As you get better at the Spirit of the Game 

speech, adding comedy and banter is generally well received (but not sarcasm or mean-spirited commentary). 

Three cheers for the other team. 

6. Losing team forms a smaller circle facing outwards, eyes closed. Winning team votes on the Most Valuable player 

by standing in front of their pick. Most votes is the MVP. Teams form back into spirit circle and captain 

announces the MVP and congratulates them. 

7. Teams then do the swap roles and repeat. 

8. End of Spirit Circle. When done well, the whole thing moves at a good clip and takes about 5-7 minutes. 

9. Teams then break into their own huddles to score the oppositions Spirit of the Game (see attached Spirit 

Guidelines for how to score). Give this score to the field manager as well as the NAME of the oppositions MVP.   

Not ‘the guy in blue shoes’ – the full name! Introduce yourself if you can’t remember their name. 

 


